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ABE Graduate Student Manual 
 

The purpose of this manual is to acquaint students with the graduate policies that are 
followed by the Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering at Purdue University. 
 
All graduate programs at Purdue University are under the jurisdiction of the Graduate School. 
In this way certain standards are maintained across the university. These standards include 
course credit,  plan of study  format, advisory committee structure, vacation policy, 
registration and residency requirements, as well as admissions. Under these general 
guidelines, the Agricultural and Biological Engineering Department has a Graduate 
Committee that reviews programs and establishes departmental guidelines and policies 
which are presented in this manual. 
 

1. Degrees and Admission 
 

1.1. Master’s Degrees 

Master of Science (MS) programs are directed by professors who work in close association 
with the graduate student. In practice, programs are composed of formal courses, guided 
individual study in a chosen field or discipline, study in such cognate subjects as may be 
required by the candidate’s advisory committee, and original research that serves as the 
basis of a scholarly thesis. There are 21 credits of formal coursework required for the MS, 
and an additional nine (9) credits of research requirements with the student’s work 
culminating in a written thesis. Admission to the Graduate Program at the master’s level is 
restricted to those with an excellent undergraduate record who show potential for 
graduate success. 
 
ABE offers two types of master’s degrees for those students with strong undergraduate 
academic records. These include:  
• Master of Science in Engineering (MS-ABE): generally for students with a 

baccalaureate engineering degree, and 
• Master of Science (MS): for students with non-engineering baccalaureate degrees. 

Master of Science in Agricultural and Biological Engineering (MS-ABE) 
Students who have received a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from an ABET 
(Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology)-approved engineering program are 
normally admitted to this program.  The guidelines for an engineering degree are defined by 
ABET to include 32 hours of engineering sciences, math requirements, and at least 16 hours 
of design courses. 

International students are also eligible for the MS-ABE degree, if their undergraduate 
degree is in engineering, or a closely related program. Given the diversity of engineering 
programs and educational systems throughout the world, the Purdue ABE Graduate 
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Committee may ask the student to document their eligibility for this degree option. In this 
case, the student may be asked to list their courses and to provide translations of any 
catalogue descriptions not found in English, which correspond to the 32 hours of 
engineering sciences, math requirements, and at least 16 hours of design, as specified 
above.  

Master of Science 
Admission to the Master of Science program is available to graduates with non-engineering 
baccalaureate degrees.  Students with a bachelor’s degree in Agricultural Systems 
Management, or an equivalent area, are normally admitted to this degree program.  Such 
students must have demonstrated an acceptable level of performance at the undergraduate 
level in the areas of biological sciences, chemistry, physics, mathematics, economics, 
management, and have thorough knowledge of computer use for communications and 
problem-solving. The Master of Science program emphasizes the selection and 
management of agricultural systems and facilities. 

Other students with an interest in new and emerging technology are also normally admitted 
to this degree program. In ABE, these are called Areas of Specialization.   Students must 
have demonstrated acceptable performance at the undergraduate level in the biological 
sciences, chemistry, physics, food science, mathematics, and have a knowledge of computer 
use for communications and problem-solving. 

International students are also eligible for this degree.  The ABE Graduate Committee may 
ask the student to provide documentation that demonstrates an equivalent academic 
background. 

BS/MS Dual Degree 
ABE’s Dual BS/MS Degree Program is restricted to undergraduate students in high academic 
standing. Application and admission to the Graduate School are required, and the standard 
Graduate School application process is to be followed. This degree is also referred to as 
early admission. Students desiring admission into ABE’s Dual BS/MS Degree Program can 
apply to the Department’s Graduate Programs Committee as early as their junior year 
(Semester 5). The Committee will consider the following criteria for admission into the Dual 
Degree BS/MS Program: 

1. the student’s undergraduate GPA (60 or more credits; minimum GPA of 3.5), 

2. the student’s GRE scores, 

3. a formal statement of interest by the student, 

4. a nomination letter from a sponsoring faculty member (in addition to the required 
three letters of recommendation), confirming that the faculty member is willing to 
serve as the student’s mentor upon entering the program, stating that the student is 
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an outstanding undergraduate student with the potential to successfully complete a 
BS and MS degree, and who wishes to expedite their education beyond the 
undergraduate level, and 

5. three letters of recommendation. 

The primary purpose of admitting outstanding undergraduate students into the M.S. degree 
program is to provide them the opportunity for an early start on their thesis research. 
However, dual degree students are allowed to enroll in graduate courses and earn course 
and research credits towards their master’s degree while completing their bachelor’s. 
Before the baccalaureate degree is awarded, any course and/or research credits taken to 
satisfy the graduate degree requirements must be designated as undergraduate excess 
credits on the appropriate form.  Students must meet all requirements for the 
baccalaureate degree, which must be awarded before the student is eligible to earn the 
graduate degree. 

All students are assigned, or will select, a faculty mentor/thesis advisor upon entering the 
program. In order to help students plan, the master’s advisory committee must be chosen 
during their first semester in the program. Working with this committee (which includes the 
major professor), students need to develop a Research Proposal for their thesis and 
complete a plan of study that documents the graduate courses to be taken. Both 
documents must be submitted and approved by the ABE Graduate Committee prior to the 
end of the first semester of registration. Without an approved research proposal and plan 
of study, dual degree students will not be allowed to register for graduate course and 
research credits beyond their first semester. It is expected that students complete a 
research-based master’s thesis at the completion of their BS/MS program. Switching to a 
non-thesis M.S. would only be possible in the case of unforeseen circumstances, and would 
require specific approval from the Head of the ABE Graduate Program. 

Dual degree BS/MS students are eligible for assistantship and fellowship support after 
admission to the Graduate School. However, in most cases they are no longer eligible for 
financial aid. 

Provisional Admission Status for Students without an Engineering Degree 
Applicants not meeting the requirements for full admission to the MS ABE program are 
sometimes granted provisional admission to make up academic deficiencies in order to 
meet the guidelines for an engineering degree as defined by ABET, which include 32 hours 
of engineering sciences and at least 16 hours of design courses (48 hours total). The general 
requirements for admission to provisional status are established by the Graduate School. 

Applicants with BS degrees from non-engineering or non-accredited programs who possess 
an undergraduate GPA greater than 3.5 may be admitted to provisional status while 
completing credit.  A minimum of 15 credit hours of remedial undergraduate engineering 
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courses from the five categories listed below are required (some areas of study may require 
more, as agreed upon by the applicant and the major professor, and approved by ABE 
Graduate Program Committee). Credit for these remedial courses may be applied from 
equivalent courses from the applicant’s BS degree, subject to approval by the major 
professor and the ABE Graduate Program Committee. The selection of courses from the five 
categories is left to the student and subject to the approval of the student’s major professor 
and advisory committee.  

The decision to provisionally admit a student ultimately rests with the ABE Graduate 
Program Committee. The equivalent of 2 semesters of engineering physics and 4 semesters 
of mathematics (through differential equations) are prerequisites for the engineering 
courses, and must be considered part of the remedial coursework if the applicant's 
background does not include them. Two suggested remedial course plans of study are given 
below: 

Agricultural Engineering: 
1. Engineering Statics (ME 27000 or equivalent) 
2. Engineering Dynamics (ME 27400 or equivalent) 
3. Thermodynamics (ABE 21000, ME 20000, or equivalent) 
4. Fluid Mechanics (ME 30900, CE 34000, or equivalent) – also called Hydraulics, 

Momentum Transfer 
5. Mechanics of Materials (NUCL 27300, or equivalent) – also called Strength of Materials 

 
Biological Engineering: 

1. Thermodynamics (ABE 20200 or equivalent) 
2. Advanced Thermodynamics (ABE 30300 or equivalent) – also called Physical Chemistry 
3. Fluid Mechanics (ABE 30700 or equivalent) – also called Hydraulics, Momentum 

Transfer 
4. Heat and Mass Transfer (ABE 30800 or equivalent) 
5. Kinetics and Reaction Engineering (ABE 37000 or equivalent) 

Remedial courses at the 10000, 20000 and 30000 level cannot be listed on the student’s 
graduate plan of study. Courses completed in addition to the above suggestions, which 
meet the 32 credit hours of engineering science and 16 credit hours of design (48 hours 
total), may be applied toward the requirements of completing the MS degree. A maximum 
of 6 hours of 40000-level (at a grade “B” or higher) and any 50000-level engineering science 
or design courses may be listed on the student’s MS degree plan of study if approved by the 
student’s major professor and ABE Graduate Program Committee. 

Depending upon the applicant’s background and work experience, completion of at least 
one 400 or 500-level engineering design course is required, and a senior capstone 
engineering design class (ABE 48500 or ABE 55600) is strongly encouraged. 

 
Full status is generally granted when the minimum of 15 credit hours of remedial 
undergraduate engineering courses from the five categories listed above have been 
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completed with a GPA of 3.0 or higher. Full status implies that the student continues to 
complete remedial courses to meet the ABET definition of a BS engineering degree, and 
courses required under the student’s MS degree plan of study. 
 

1.2. Doctor of Philosophy Degree 

Ph.D. programs are directed by professors who work in close association with the graduate 
student. In contrast to the various master’s degrees, the Purdue doctoral degree is not 
designated by department or by area of specialization. The area of specialization is recorded 
on student transcripts. The Ph.D. is available to qualified students desiring either an 
engineering, technology, or systems management program in the Agricultural and Biological 
Engineering Department. 

 
Admission to the Ph.D. program is contingent upon the satisfactory completion of a MS 
degree in an Engineering, Technology, Sciences, or Agricultural Systems Management 
program. If the MS is received from Purdue University, a recommendation of the examining 
committee is also required. 

Doctoral programs are composed of formal courses, successful completion of oral and 
written preliminary exams (see Section 5.1), guided individual study in a chosen field or 
discipline, study in such cognate subjects as may be required by the candidate’s advisory 
committee, and original research that serves as the basis of a scholarly thesis. There are 42 
hours of formal coursework required beyond the BS (normally 21 credits beyond the MS), 
and an additional 48 credits of research with the student’s work culminating in a written 
dissertation. 
 
Request for admission of a student who has received their MS degree in another 
department or university will be carried out through the established Graduate School and 
Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering application procedures. 
 
Admission into a Ph.D. program direct from a BS program is possible in exceptional cases. In 
such cases, the student’s advisory committee will administer a bypass exam after the 
student has completed approximately one-half of the coursework. 
 

1.3. Areas of Specialization 

An Area of Specialization is used to allow a specialized area of graduate study to be 
reflected on a student’s final transcript. The Department of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineering currently has the following Areas of Specialization: 
 

• Agricultural and Biological Engineering 
• Agricultural Systems Management 
• Biological and Food Process Engineering 
• Biological Engineering and Technology 
• Ecological Sciences and Engineering 
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• Fluid Power 
• Computational Sciences 

 
Core courses in each Area of Specialization are listed in Appendix B. 

 
2.  Major Professor 

 
When admitted to Purdue, most ABE graduate students have already chosen a major 
professor.  If not, they will be initially assigned to one.  This initial assignment is based on 
expressed research interest, the research programs of the staff member, and the availability 
of research funds. Faculty with courtesy or adjunct appointments are members of the 
graduate faculties of Purdue and may serve as a major professor or an advisory committee 
member. 

Students will submit a current CV, which has been reviewed by their major professor, to the 
Graduate Program Administrator at his or her request, but usually during the fall semester. 

3. Coursework and Plan of Study 

3.1. Course Requirements 

Master’s Degree 
Minimum requirements for the program are 21 semester hours of graduate coursework 
beyond the BS level, and an acceptable research thesis that contributes to knowledge in the 
field of research specialization. The non-thesis MS requires 30 semester hours of graduate 
work beyond the BS, with at least half taken at Purdue University. For either the thesis or 
non-thesis option, courses taken must include: 

• Three (3) semester hours graduate credit (50000 or 60000 level) of any mathematics 
and/or statistics course beyond undergraduate requirements. 

• At least six (6) semester hours of graduate credit (50000 or 60000 level) in ABE, ASM, 
or core courses listed for an Area of Specialization (see Appendix B). 

• Two (2) semesters of Graduate Seminar, ABE 69400 (typically taken in fall of the first 
graduate year), and ABE 69600 (typically taken in spring of the second graduate year).  
Class attendance and participation in Graduate Seminar is mandatory and required for 
graduation.  ABE 69400 and 69600 should be recorded on the paper copy of the plan 
of study that is submitted to the ABE Graduate Committee, but not on the electronic 
copy submitted to the Graduate School. 

The plan of study should provide a well-balanced and integrated program in support of the 
student’s area of specialization. Students on ½ time or ¼ time assistantship should complete 
21 credit hours of coursework within the first twelve months of the student’s entry into the 
department. In cases where the student has a heavy, initial research involvement due to the 
nature of his/her research, 16 months may be required for coursework completion. The 
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coursework total can include up to 3 credits of ABE 59000 (see Appendix D for the Special 
Topics Contract), or an equivalent designation in another department. Semester-hour 
credits for courses transferred from institutions on a quarter-hour system are computed by 
multiplying the number of quarter-hour credits by 0.75. 

Doctor of Philosophy Degree 
Minimum requirements for the Ph.D. program are 42 semester hours of graduate work, of 
which at least 21 semester hours must be beyond the MS level, and the completion of an 
acceptable research thesis that contributes to knowledge in the field of research 
specialization. This total can include 3 credits of ABE 59000 (see Appendix D for the Special 
Topics Contract), or an equivalent designation in another department. At least half of Ph.D. 
course credits must be taken at Purdue University, not including credits taken to complete 
the MS degree. Semester-hour credit for courses transferred from institutions on a quarter-
hour system are computed by multiplying the number of quarter-hour credits by 0.75. The 
plan of study should be a well-balanced and integrated program including in-depth work in 
the area of specialization, breadth in Agricultural and Biological Engineering, and a sound 
mathematical background including: 

• At least three (3) credits of graduate coursework (50000 or 60000 level) beyond the 
MS degree requirements (6 credits total) in any mathematics, and/or statistics course. 

• At least six (6) credits of graduate coursework (50000 or 60000 level) in ABE, ASM or 
core courses listed for an Area of Specialization at Purdue University beyond the MS 
(12 total). (See Appendix B for course list.) 

• Three (3) semesters of Graduate Seminar, ABE 69400, ABE 69600, and ABE 69700.  
ABE 69400 is generally taken in the first fall semester of graduate studies. ABE 69700 
is generally taken after the second year of graduate studies is completed.   ABE 69600 
is generally taken after the student has compiled enough research results to develop a 
departmental seminar on their work.  The three Graduate Seminar courses are not to 
be listed on the electronic plan of study. 

Up to 21 semester hours may be waived from the requirements of a completed MS degree. 
These semester hours should conform to the requirements for the MS outlined above. 
Individual courses applied to the MS degree from Purdue University or another institution, 
should not be listed in the Ph.D. electronic plan of study. Instead, the student’s major 
professor and/or Graduate Program Administrator will enter and approve the total number 
of semester hours applied from a MS, up to 21 total. 

 
Students admitted into the Ph.D. program on ½ time or ¼ time assistantships should 
complete 21 credit hours of coursework within the first twelve months of entering the Ph.D. 
program. 
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3.2. Plan of Study 

Each graduate student admitted to a degree program must file an electronic plan of study 
before the end of the first semester of graduate work. The electronic plan of study can be 
accessed by logging into the myPurdue portal. 

Credits earned for graduate study at other universities may be applied toward an advanced 
degree. Only credit hours associated with graduate courses for which grades of B or better 
were obtained will be eligible for transfer.  

Courses that are transferred to Purdue University to meet graduate course credit 
requirements must follow the policies and procedures outlined by the Graduate School and 
are subject to approval by the major professor and ABE graduate committee. Transferred 
courses will appear on the Purdue University transcript and electronic plan of study. Waiver 
of course requirements (only for Ph.D. students with a MS earned from Purdue University 
or another institution) are subject to the rules described in section 3.1 and are subject to 
the approval of the student’s major professor and ABE graduate committee. Waived 
courses from another institution will not appear on the Purdue University transcript. 
Waived courses applied to a MS earned at Purdue University or another institution should 
not be individually listed in the student’s electronic plan of study. The major professor (or 
designee) will enter and approve the total number of waived credit hours (≤ 21) on the 
electronic plan of study. 

Course credits earned by a student whose graduate study and/or professional activity have 
been inactive for five years or more cannot be used in a plan of study for an advanced 
degree. A plan of study approved prior to such a period of inactivity is invalid. A preliminary 
examination passed prior to such a period of inactivity is invalid. 

Filing the Plan of Study 
An initial plan of study for the MS degree will be developed as part of each new graduate 
student’s successful completion of ABE 69400, the Graduate Seminar Course.  

The Plan of Study Worksheet (Appendix A) should be used to outline coursework and to 
assure that the coursework fulfills the requirements described in section 3.1. The Plan of 
Study Worksheet must be approved by the major professor.  

The approved worksheet will aid in completing the electronic submission of the plan of 
study. The plan of study is filed electronically and must be completed by the student after 
his or her major professor has approved. The plan of study includes a primary area and 
related area(s) that are chosen on the basis of the student’s interests and needs. It includes 
the specific courses the student is expected to complete and other requirements of the 
particular degree being sought. No research credits (ABE 69800 or 69900) or graduate 
seminars (ABE 69400, 69600, or 69700), should appear on the electronic plan of study. No 
courses taken pass/fail or satisfactory/unsatisfactory may be included in the electronic plan 
of study. The initial plan of study must be finalized and submitted for approvals before the 
end of the first semester in a graduate degree program. 
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The plan of study for a Ph.D. must be filed by the end of the student’s first academic 
semester in the Ph.D. program in order to meet departmental requirements. For students 
who complete a MS degree at Purdue or at another institution, up to 21 credit hours may 
be waived, subject to the approval of the major professor and the graduate committee. 
Although courses completed toward the MS appear on the worksheet, these courses should 
not be listed individually on the electronic plan of study; instead, the total number of credits 
waived will be entered and approved by the major professor, or designee. 

After the initial electronic plan of study has completed the approval process, it may be 
amended at any time, subject to the major professor’s and graduate committee’s approvals. 

3.3. Course Registration 

Registration for all students should reflect the student’s activity as accurately as possible. In 
fulfilling degree requirements, a maximum of 18 credit hours will be allowed from any one 
semester (9 credit hours for the summer session.) 

Any student must be registered for research during each semester or summer session when 
doing research utilizing faculty direction or consultation, and/or requiring the use of 
University facilities. Research includes literature reviews and thesis writing. Departmental 
policy requires that each graduate student supported by an assistantship (teaching or 
research) must be registered as a full-time student each semester.   

Although the minimum registration for full-time status is 8 credits per semester, or 6 credits 
in the summer, expectations for students funded on research assistantships are higher. The 
ABE Department expects students will register for a total of 15 credits during the fall and 
spring semesters, and 9 credits in the summer.  Although this is a general 
recommendation, circumstances may lead to different levels of research activity in various 
semesters and therefore graduate students and their advisors should select an appropriate 
number of credits each semester.   

All MS students must be registered in ABE 69800 (Research MS Thesis) and all Ph.D. 
students must be registered in ABE 69900. The designator code of the major professor 
should be entered in the appropriate space marked "INST. PREF/SECT".  ABE 69800 and ABE 
69900 should not appear on the plan of study but count in meeting residency requirements.  
Early registration is recommended. Late registration will result in additional fees. 

Registration and Billing 
When registration is completed, fees and payment schedules will be posted on the 
myPurdue portal. It is the student’s responsibility to provide the correct mailing address to 
the Office of the Registrar, Bursar’s Office, and Agricultural and Biological Engineering 
Department, for billing purposes. 
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3.4. Grade Index 

The graduate student is expected to perform on a high academic level. Only grades of C- or 
better are acceptable in fulfilling graduate school requirements on any plan of study. No 
more than six credits of "C" grades will be accepted toward graduation. The major professor 
and the advisory committee may require performance of B or better in certain courses. This 
requirement must, however, be stated in writing to the student and placed in the student’s 
file at least one month before the student takes the course. Pass/no pass grades are not 
acceptable in fulfilling degree requirements. 

All graduate degree candidates must have a minimum of 3.0 (out of 4.0) Grade Point 
Average (GPA) to graduate. The GPA is computed from all courses on the plan of study. The 
student’s progress will be reviewed each semester by both the Graduate School and the 
Department. Should the student fail to perform on a level satisfactory to the major 
professor and the advisory committee, or to the Dean of the Graduate School, he or she 
may be asked to discontinue graduate study at Purdue University. The same scholastic 
requirements in effect during the regular university year apply to graduate study during the 
summer session and in work taken at the university’s regional campuses. 

In situations where a graduate student does not satisfactorily complete a graduate level 
course with the grade of C or better, the student may re-enroll in the course only once. The 
first grade will not be considered in the graduation GPA. If a student receives a D or below 
in more than one course, the student could lose his/her departmental graduate 
appointment. In the case of students with fellowships, the sponsor will be notified of the 
student’s unsatisfactory academic performance. A student who falls below the guideline will 
be notified, in writing, by the Graduate Program Chair and will have one semester in which 
to raise his/her GPA above 3.0. If the GPA falls below 3.0, the student’s grade report will be 
marked as "low" by the Graduate School. The student must raise their semester GPA above 
3.0 the following semester or may be asked to leave the graduate program. A plan of study 
GPA below 3.0 may result in the loss of the student’s assistantship or fellowship. 

Graduate students who receive an incomplete grade in any course will have one year from 
the date the Incomplete was given to receive a completion grade. If that is not done, the 
Registrar’s Office will convert the grade to failing (noted as IF on the official transcript). 

3.5. Resident Study Requirements 

Resident study is defined as study done under approved supervision at the Purdue 
University-West Lafayette campus. The Graduate School has residence requirements that 
are intended to ensure each student has ample opportunity for close association with other 
scholars in the intellectual environment of Purdue University. 

The Graduate School requires that one-half of the total credits for the master’s degree and 
one-third of the total credits for the Ph.D. degree be earned in residence at the Purdue 
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University-West Lafayette campus. The ABE Department requires one-half of the total 
credits for each degree be earned at Purdue University. 

If a student completes all academic requirements but has insufficient residence credits, a 
letter of explanation from the major professor and the ABE Department Head should be 
forwarded to the Dean of the Graduate School, justifying the deficiency. If justification is 
sufficient, the Dean of the Graduate School may waive part of the residency requirement as 
an exception. 

4. Graduate Research 

4.1. Advisory Committee 

Each student must select an advisory committee. The major professor will help identify 
faculty members who have expertise in the area of research or professional interest.  The 
advisory committee will advise on courses selected for the plan of study, and as needed 
during the course of graduate studies. Since the advisory committee must approve plans of 
study, research project outlines, and theses, the student is responsible for keeping them 
informed of his/her progress. Failure to meet the filing deadlines may result in loss of a 
student’s graduate assistantship, until the process has been satisfactorily completed. 

The advisory committee for a master’s degree consists of the major professor and at least 
two other members of the graduate faculty.  For a Ph.D. degree, the advisory committee 
should consist of the major professor and at least three other members of the graduate 
faculty, with at least one being from outside the Department of Agricultural & Biological 
Engineering. 

4.2. Integrity in Research 

Integrity in research is an essential part of Purdue University’s intellectual and social 
structure, and adherence to its spirit and principles must be maintained. These principles 
include commitment to truth, objectivity, fairness, honesty, and free inquiry. Violations of 
integrity may result in dismissal from the university. 

Serious violations of integrity in research are rare. However, those that do occur strike at 
the very heart of scholarship and the concept of the university. Advances in scientific 
knowledge depend on reliable data and honestly reported conclusions. In any academic 
institution, scholars, researchers, and artists have a special obligation to exemplify the best 
qualities and highest standards of personal and professional conduct. 

The integrity of the research process must depend largely on self-regulation; it is the 
responsibility of all that engage in the search for knowledge. Advances are gleaned from 
rigorous application of scientific and scholarly methods in compliance with ethical codes 
rooted in intellectual honesty. 
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All ABE students are required to complete the online training course on Responsible 
Conduct of Research developed by the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) 
available at https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/research/rcr/index.html.  This is a 
requirement of the ABE 69400 seminar. Students should also be familiar with policies on 
responsible conduct of research at the above website. 

5. Admission to Candidacy and Preliminary Exam 

Admission to candidacy for the master’s degree is granted after approval of a plan of study 
by the student’s advisory committee, Department Head, Dean of the College, and the 
Graduate School Dean. 

Admission to candidacy for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy takes place only after the 
student has passed the preliminary examination. After admission to candidacy, the student 
must devote at least two semesters to research before taking the final examination. 
Request for the final examination must be made at least two weeks prior to examination 
date. 

5.1. Preliminary Exam for Ph.D. 

Advancement to Ph.D. candidacy requires successfully passing preliminary examinations by 
the student’s graduate committee. A student must be enrolled for 2 full semesters (summer 
is counted as a semester) between successful completion of the preliminary exams, and the 
defense of the dissertation, (e.g. If the prelim is completed in Fall 2018; the final defense 
can be held in Fall 2019 or later). 

The preliminary examination process includes written and oral examinations. Both the 
written and oral examinations are administered by the student’s major professor and the 
preliminary examining, or thesis advisory, committee. These examinations are to determine 
if the student has an adequate understanding of his/her research program, has a 
reasonable plan for completing the research, and has the necessary academic background 
and capability to successfully conduct the research. The preliminary examinations consist of 
three parts: 1) written examination, 2) research proposal, and 3) oral examination. 

The written examination should be comprehensive and should include subject matter other 
than material directly related to the student’s specific Ph.D. research topic. The format and 
content of the written examination is developed by the student’s major professor and the 
preliminary examining/thesis advisory committee. The written examination will be given to 
the student with clear instructions for completion, allowable resources to be used, etc. The 
written examination will be submitted to the major professor and preliminary 
examining/thesis advisory committee upon completion. The graded exam will be returned 
to the student in a timely manner by the examining committee. The written exam must be 
passed before proceeding to the oral examination. 
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The research proposal should follow a format as determined by the student’s major 
professor and preliminary examination/thesis advisory committee. A general outline that 
may be followed is shown below. Specific expectations for the format, length, and content 
of the research proposal should be set by the major professor and communicated to the 
student. The research proposal should be submitted to the examining/thesis advisory 
committee prior to the oral examination. 

Research Proposal Outline: 

1. Justification of Research Question(s) 
2. Dissertation Goals or Objectives 
3. Summary of Preliminary Results 
4. Proposed Methodology 
5. Anticipated Results 
6. Timeline 

The oral examination should include a presentation by the student summarizing their 
research proposal. As students should be meeting with their advisory committee on an 
annual basis to discuss their research progress, the presentation normally provides an 
update on prior results, or a summary of work to date. The bulk of the oral presentation 
should focus on the proposed methodology, data collection plans, data analysis, anticipated 
results, and timeline. The exact format, length, and content should be followed as directed 
by the major professor. The preliminary examination/thesis advisory committee is expected 
to ask the student questions about their research and any other relevant topic, including 
material from their written exam. 

At least 2 weeks prior to the oral examination, a Request for Appointment of Examining 
Committee (electronic G.S. Form 8), must be filed by the student and approved by the 
student’s major professor.  At or after the oral exam, committee members will be asked to 
complete the Rubric for Research Proposal and Preliminary Exam. 

If the report of the examining committee is unfavorable, the student may repeat the 
examination after the lapse of at least one semester, at the recommendation of the 
examining committee. Should the preliminary examination be failed twice, the student may 
not be given a third examination, except on the recommendation of the examining 
committee, and with special approval of the Graduate Council. 

Please refer to the following chart for a simplified outline of this timetable: 
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Preliminary Exams Checklist 

What When 
Confirm that your plan of study has been approved by the Graduate 
School. 

At the beginning of the 
semester in which you take 
your exams. 

Discuss the schedule and format for your preliminary exams and 
research proposal with your major professor. 

Near the beginning of the 
semester in which you take 
your exams. 

Complete your Written Preliminary Exam. At least 3 weeks before 
your Oral Preliminary Exam 
is scheduled. 

Submit electronic Form 8 to Graduate School. At least two weeks before 
the Oral Preliminary Exam. 

Submit your Research Proposal to your committee. As directed by your major 
professor (two weeks 
before your Oral 
Preliminary Exam is 
common). 

Complete your Oral Preliminary Exam. At least two weeks after 
submitting GS Form 8, but 
before the published 
semester deadline. 

 

For more information regarding how to submit an electronic Form 8, visit 
https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/downloads/ExamForms_Guidelines.pdf  

6. Thesis and Defense 

6.1. Declaring Candidacy for Graduation 

Each graduate student must declare candidacy for the semester in which they intend to defend their 
thesis or dissertation and have their degree awarded. 

1. It is the student’s responsibility to communicate graduation intentions with their major 
professor and the Graduate Program Administrator during the registration period for any given 
semester.  (Candidacy for graduation is only valid for one semester and does not carry forward 
to other semesters if the thesis/dissertation defense and submission deadlines are missed.) 

2. A “CAND” course, either 99100, 99200, or 99300 should appear on the student’s registration for 
the appropriate semester of their graduation. 

3. It is the student’s responsibility to confirm that the coursework on their plan of study matches 
the coursework actually taken at Purdue. 
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Appropriate CAND course registrations: 

CAND 99100                    
(General Candidacy) 

CAND 99200                             
(Degree only) 

CAND 99300                           
(Exam only) 

See Graduate School Deadlines 
Calendar for due dates. 

Students must have met all 
degree requirements, except for 
depositing. Satisfactory research 
is required in the previous 
session, and students must 
meet a mid-semester deadline. 

Students must have met all 
degree requirements, except for 
defending and depositing. 
Satisfactory research is required 
in the previous session, and 
students must meet a mid-
semester deadline. 

*If assistance is needed in deciding which CAND course is correct, contact the ABE Grad Program Administrator. 

CAND 99200 and CAND 99300 are considered a “privileged registration” status which 
results in lower fees, but not in full-time student status.  As a general rule, students 
registered for CAND 99200 or 99300 may NOT be funded (supported). Be aware that most 
students who select options 2 or 3 leave campus before semester’s end. 

6.2. Thesis or Dissertation 

The final product of most graduate research programs is a thesis. This document represents 
the diligent and original work of the student. Care should be taken to be sure this document 
is of high quality. The thesis must be distributed to the advisory committee at least two 
weeks before the final exam is given. 

6.3. Final Exams 

A final oral examination is taken after the completion of all course work and the thesis. This 
exam may cover any material in the candidate's program, but typically is a defense of the 
thesis. In the case of Ph.D. candidates, at least two semesters of devoted research must 
elapse between the preliminary and final dissertation examinations. 

Please refer to Appendix E for the ABE Candidate Checklist. 

6.4. The Deposit Process 

The Graduate School requires a specific format for all theses and dissertations. Detailed 
information on formatting your thesis or dissertation can be found at the Graduate School’s 
Thesis/Dissertation Office Website: http://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/research/thesis/ . 
Each student is responsible for completing and submitting these as required by the 
Graduate School.  In the ABE Department, authority for approving the thesis/dissertation 
format has been delegated to chairs of the final examining committee. 

Both MS and Ph.D. theses are required to be submitted electronically to the Purdue 
Graduate School for review. An electronic PDF file of all MS and PhD theses will be uploaded 
to the ProQuest website. A final copy of the thesis should be delivered to the major 
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professor and committee members, or as the major professor dictates.  Please visit the 
Thesis/Dissertation Office’s Deposit Process website for more information: 
http://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/research/thesis/process.html and review Appendix F 
for a simple checklist, or https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/documents/thesis/x-deposit-
checklist.pdf for the full Graduate School document. 

7. Other Policies 

7.1. Graduate Students’ Right to Appeal 

Student Conduct 
Graduate students, like all students officially enrolled at Purdue University, are subject to all 
university regulations. At the same time, their rights as individuals and as students are duly 
protected. Graduate students who feel that their rights have been violated by a disciplinary 
decision may seek redress through the Community Standards Board, according to 
procedures specified in Regulations Governing Student Conduct, Disciplinary Proceedings, 
and Appeals, Section C-8 of the University Regulations, Student Conduct Policy.  

Academic Standards 
Graduate students must be proactive in matters pertaining to their academic program, 
coursework, and research.  It is recommended that all graduate students in ABE meet with 
their advisor at the beginning of each semester to be certain both the student and advisor 
understand and agree upon expectations regarding registration, research credits, and other 
academic matters.  While this should help avoid any major issues before they arise, there 
are Graduate School and University processes in place should more guidance be necessary. 

Graduate students who wish to appeal decisions concerning matters of academic standards 
may seek redress according to procedures specified in the Student Conduct Policy, 
Regulations Governing Student Conduct, Disciplinary Proceedings, and Appeals, Section E-
Grade Appeals System, of University Regulations and to the procedures detailed in 
Graduate Council Document 91-C which have been established in accordance with the 
authority thereby delegated to the Graduate Council.  Further information regarding 
graduate student Appeals Concerning Academic Standards can be found in the Policies and 
Procedures for Administering Graduate Student Programs, section IX, A. Student Conduct 
and Rights of Appeal. 

7.2. Nondiscrimination Policy Statement 

Purdue University is committed to maintaining a community which recognizes and values 
the inherent worth and dignity of every person; fosters tolerance, sensitivity, 
understanding, and mutual respect among its members; and encourages each individual to 
strive to reach his or her own potential. In pursuit of its goal of academic excellence, the 
University seeks to develop and nurture diversity. The University believes that diversity 
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among its many members strengthens the institution, stimulates creativity, promotes the 
exchange of ideas, and enriches campus life. 

Purdue University views, evaluates, and treats all persons in any University related activity 
or circumstance in which they may be involved, solely as individuals on the basis of their 
own personal abilities, qualifications, and other relevant characteristics. 

Purdue University prohibits discrimination against any member of the University community 
on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin or ancestry, marital status, 
parental status, sexual orientation, disability, or status as a veteran. The University will 
conduct its programs, services and activities consistent with applicable federal, state and 
local laws, regulations and orders and in conformance with the procedures and limitations 
as set forth in Purdue’s Equal Opportunity, Equal Access and Affirmative Action policy which 
provides specific contractual rights and remedies. Additionally, the University promotes the 
full realization of equal employment opportunity for women, minorities, persons with 
disabilities and veterans through its affirmative action program. 

8. Professional Development 

8.1. Professional Societies 

Attendance at professional meetings and membership in professional societies is 
encouraged. In most cases travel and lodging are the student’s personal responsibility 
except in cases where project funds are available for this purpose. There are usually car 
pools formed to attend the annual American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers 
meeting. Many professional and research associations have branches on campus such as 
Sigma Xi and Alpha Epsilon. Students are expected to be active in professional societies 
while pursuing advanced degrees at Purdue University. 

8.2. ABE Graduate Student Association 

Students are encouraged to participate in the Agricultural and Biological Graduate Student 
Association. The ABE GSA is an organization made up of graduate students dedicated to 
improving the experience of their fellow graduate students in the ABE department at 
Purdue University. 

9. Graduate Student Employment 

9.1. Workloads of Students with Graduate Staff Appointments 

Most graduate students in the Agricultural and Biological Engineering Department are 
supported by half-time research or assistantships. Purdue, like many other major research 
universities, assumes that a half-time appointment constitutes a contract for 20 hours of 
service per week. If an assistant’s duties are independent of the student’s course work and 
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research, the definition of the half-time work load is relatively straight forward: not more 
than 20 hours per week.  

All graduate assistants should realize that any research relating to their degree is not 
included in the 20 hours, and must be done in addition to the 20 hours the half-time 
appointment involves. Nearly all students will register for research course hours (ABE 69800 
or ABE 69900) every semester to account for the time spent on research in the lab, field, or 
desk each week beyond their work as a research or teaching assistant. Disputes between 
graduate assistants and major professors should be discussed between the parties involved, 
and moderated by the Department Head if necessary.    See the Purdue University Graduate 
School Policies and Procedures for Administering Graduate Student Programs in the 
University Catalog: http://catalog.purdue.edu/ for additional information. 

For those students on ¾ or full time assistantships, the time guidelines delineated above will 
be modified to account for the reduced course load restrictions due to such appointments. 

To be eligible to hold a graduate staff appointment during any session, an individual must 
be enrolled as a degree objective graduate student and be registered for at least 15 credit 
hours of graduate-level course and/or research work during the entire appointment period. 
Graduate staff on appointment during the summer are obligated to register for a minimum 
of 6 graduate hours during at least one of the summer modules. 

9.2. Vacation and Sick Leave Policy  

As staff of the department, graduate research assistants receive 22 days of vacation per 
year. These vacation days do not automatically occur during university breaks, unless 
vacation is requested. To request vacation or other absence from the Department, fill out 
Form 33a (available online), have it signed by your supervisor, and turn it in to the business 
office one week before vacation. Those graduate assistants employed only during the 
academic year are not paid during university breaks and are not required to use Form 33 
during this time. 

The official policy reads as follows: Graduate student staff employed on a fiscal-year basis 
may be granted a maximum of twenty-two (22) working days of vacation per fiscal year. 
Vacation will be granted at the student’s normal rate of pay. Vacation leave credits begin to 
accrue in accordance with the schedule below from the date of the graduate student’s 
employment up to a maximum of 22 working days per fiscal year.  Vacation credits accrued 
in excess of 22 working days are forfeited.  

• One day in the month of of September and March 

• Two days in all remaining months 

Staff members are not eligible to use paid vacation leave until they have completed three 
months of service. 
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Graduate student fiscal-year staff terminating their employment with the University forfeit 
any unused vacation allowance, and will not be paid to the staff member, nor may their 
appointment be extended to cover any unused vacation. 

Official holidays are announced annually by Purdue’s president and provide for additional 
leave days.  

Up to two weeks (10 working days) per year sick leave and 15 working days per year military 
leave (with pay) may also be granted. Benefits-elegible graduate staff are eiligible for paid 
bereavement leave due to death in the immediate family.  Up to five workdays over six 
consecutive calendar months are allowed.  Up to one workday for the death of extended 
family members, or fellow employees.  All graduate students must complete a sick leave 
form upon returning to work for time missed due to illness.   

For specific details regarding leave, bereavement, sick leave, etc. please see the Graduate 
Student Employment Manual, available at: 
http://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/documents/gpo/graduate-student-employment-
manual.pdf  

9.3. Student Offices 

Graduate students that are employed by the ABE Department are assigned office space if 
available when they begin studies. The ABE Schedule Deputy is in charge of assigning office 
space. Any requests for changes in the graduate student offices must be submitted to the 
Schedule Deputy. 

9.4. Keys 

Graduate students are also assigned keys so that they can enter the building after it is 
officially closed. The student I.D. can be used with the cardswipe keyless entry on the 
Northeast entrance of the ABE building. The outside doors are open to the public Monday- 
Friday 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. A key request form can be obtained from the ABE Building Deputy. 
The form should be signed by the major professor and the Assistant to the Head and then 
be returned to the Building Deputy to obtain keys. Keys must be returned and the proper 
space on the checkout sheet signed by the Department Head before your degree will be 
awarded and your last paycheck approved. 

9.5. Travel 

Travel Requests and Reimbursement 

Requests for university-related travel outside Tippecanoe County must be submitted at 
least two weeks in advance. Trip requests are completed electronically through Purdue’s 
Travel System. Requests for reimbursement of travel expenses are made through Purdue’s 
Travel System once the traveler returns and has completed the expense report. 
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Reimbursements may not be made for trips for which prior approval was not requested and 
granted. Please inquire with the ABE Business office to help through this process.  See the 
following web page for more detailed information: 
http://www.purdue.edu/business/travel/index.html 

Departmental Vehicles 
Vehicles are available in ABE for transportation on project work. Students using these 
vehicles must possess a valid U.S. drivers’ license and be on the university payroll. Please be 
aware that you will need to allow approximately 5 business days for processing of Driver 
Authorization Requests, which must be secured PRIOR your first use of a Departmental 
Vehicle. Form RM01 can be obtained in the Business Office. 
 
Vehicle reservation and checkout are made in the Main Office. Vehicle problems and 
accidents are to be reported to the Building Deputy. Seat belt use is mandatory in all 
university vehicles. 

University Carpool 

For trips which may take more than one-half day, cars and vans may be obtained from the 
University Transportation Department. Vehicle request forms are available in the ABE 
Business Office. When completed and approved by your major professor, return this form 
to the Business Office along with a travel request form describing the nature and purpose of 
the intended trip. When approved, the request form will be returned to you and must be 
presented to the University Transportation Service when picking up the vehicle. Students 
using university vehicles must possess a valid driver’s license and be on the university 
payroll. 
 

9.6. Safety 

All graduate students are required to attend a Hazard Communication training session. This 
will include a short segment on the proper use of Personal Protective Equipment. The 
training will be conducted in the ABE Department by the Safety Committee Chairman. 

10.   Resources for Graduate Student Research 

10.1. Fabrication of Research Equipment 

Research equipment is often constructed for specific projects. The Department and 
University can provide students with help in the construction of this equipment. The 
departmental Shop Manager can provide assistance and advice for your specific research 
needs. 

Shop 
The express purpose of the shop is to build or assist in building research apparatus along 
with assisting with senior design projects. It is not for personal use. The procedure for 
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obtaining assistance in the shop is as follows: (1) in consultation with your major professor 
determine what type of equipment is needed for your research; (2) develop an engineering 
drawing clearly showing the apparatus desired, giving necessary dimensions, sizes, type of 
material, and notes for its fabrication; (3) provide an account number for acquisition of 
components and material; (4) discuss your project with the Shop Manager. In some cases it 
may be necessary for you to assist the Shop Manager or his assistants in the work. 

 

There is a short safety training course required for students to work in the Shop. Students 
with Machine Shop experience are allowed to assist with projects. The Shop hours are 7:30- 
3:30 Monday-Friday. 

Tools 
Tools may be borrowed from the ABE Shop. Return tools as promptly as possible. If you 
break a tool, inform the Shop Manager so he can replace or repair it. If you need a certain 
tool and do not find it, ask the Shop Manager for assistance. Tools can be borrowed from 
other University Shops. 

Central Machine Shop 
The Central Machine Shop is equipped and staffed to perform work requiring precision 
machining, machining on large work pieces and specialized fabrications which cannot be 
performed economically in departmental machine shops. Material for student projects can 
be purchased from the Central Machine Shop by going through the ABE Machine Shop 
Manager. Work orders are available in the ABE Machine Shop Office and must be submitted 
by the Machine Shop Manager. 

10.2. Printing and Photocopying 

Use of the photocopier for research must be approved by your major professor. Duplicating 
services are also available at several locations on campus. Each student is expected to pay 
the cost of reproducing their thesis for the library, department and major professor. 

10.3. Purchasing Supplies 

University Stores 
The university has several stores that handle commonly used materials. The stores 
catalogue in the ABE Business Office has a complete listing of materials available. To order 
materials, consult with your major professor about your needs and obtain the stores 
requisition forms from the Business Office. 

Requisitions 
Most supplies and equipment should be ordered by regular requisition. After equipment 
and supply needs are approved by the major professor, the student should complete the 
information for requisition forms and submit them to the ABE Business Office. 
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A number of standing orders are set up with local suppliers to expedite work on projects. A 
list of standing orders may be obtained from the Business Office. Materials may be obtained 
directly from these suppliers, with the approval of the major professor and the completion 
of a ship order form. The ship order is available from the Business Office. 

Students can check out the departmental credit card for departmental purchases from the 
Business Office with the approval of their major professor. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Plan of Study Worksheet (See Section 3 of ABE GR Manual for details) 
Agricultural & Biological Engineering 

Plan of Study Worksheet 
 

Name:___________________________________      Student ID:__________________________ 

Initial Advisory Committee: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Major Professor Name 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Member Name       Department 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Member Name        Department 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Member Name        Department 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Member Name        Department 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Approval of Major Professor      Date 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Approval of ABE Graduate Committee     Date 
 
NOTE: Student must enter his/her Plan of Study in the Grad School database at 
https://ias.itap.purdue.edu/rgs/wpu_stuin.pu_dispauth_std 
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Current Program of Study 
Current Degree Program (courses listed below will be included in your electronic Plan of Study, or ePOS) 

□ MS 
□ PhD with prior MS 
□ PhD (no MS) 

Primary: Computations 
(Any Math or Stat – minimum 3 credits for MS, 6 credits for PhD without MS) 
See Section 3 of the ABE Graduate Student Manual for section requirement details 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 

Total Credit Hours:___________ 
 
Primary: Area of Specialization Core Courses  
(Minimum 6 credits for MS, 12 credits for PhD without MS) 
See Section 3 of the ABE Graduate Student Manual for section requirement details 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 
Total Credit Hours:___________ 
 
Secondary: Other Related Areas 
See Section 3 of the ABE Graduate Student Manual for section requirement details 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 

Total Credit Hours:___________ 
Minimum Course Credits: 21 (MS or PhD with prior MS) or 42 (PhD without MS) 
ABE 69400 MS/PhD Beginner Seminar (Fall): _____   
ABE 69600 MS/PhD Research Seminar (Spring): _____ 
ABE 69700 PhD Professional Seminar (Spring): _____ 
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Prior Graduate Degree 
(Complete only if you have already earned a graduate degree from Purdue or another university.) 

Prior Graduate Degree:   
□ MS   Degree-granting University: _______________ Date Awarded: ________ 
□ ME   (Purdue, etc.) 
□ Other ______________  Department or School: ___________________ 

(ABE, ASM, ME, CHE, etc.) 
Primary: Computations   
(Any Math or Stat – minimum 6 credits for PhD without MS) 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 

Total Credit Hours:___________ 
 
Primary: Area of Specialization Core Courses  
(Minimum 12 credits for PhD without MS) 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 
Total Credit Hours:___________ 
 
Secondary: Other Related Areas 

COURSES Campus 
where 

completed 

 
 

Grade 

 
Date 

Completed 
 

Official Title (Abbreviated) 
 

Subject 
Course 

# 
Credit 
Hours 

       
       
       
       
       

 

Total Credit Hours:___________                                                      Credit Hours to Waive (≤ 21) ____________ 
Minimum Course Credits: 21 (PhD with prior MS) or 42 (PhD without MS) 
ABE 69400 MS/PhD Beginner Seminar (Fall): _____   
ABE 69600 MS/PhD Research Seminar (Spring): _____ 
ABE 69700 PhD Professional Seminar (Spring): _____ 
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Appendix B:  Core Courses for Areas of Specialization 
 

Biological Engineering and Technology 
Core Courses 

 

Course Description 
ABE 56000 Biosensors: Application and Fundamentals 
ABE 58000 Process Engineering of Renewal Resources 
ABE 59100 Biophysical Methods 
ABE 59100 Biological Foundations of Bio-MEMS and Bio-Nanotechnology 
ABE 59100 Computational methods in Single molecule systems 
ABE 59100 Engineering Approaches to Systems Biology 
ABE 59100/PHY59100 Introduction to Biophysics 
ABE 59100 Nonlinear Dynamics in Biological Systems 
ABE 59100 Methods in single molecule spectroscopy/microscopy 
ABE 68000 Bioseparations and Bioprocess Engineering 
ABE 69100 Transport phenomena in Food and Bioprocess Engineering 
ABE 62700 Colloidal Phenomena in Bioprocessing 
AGRY 59800/60000 Genomics 
BCHM 55900 Structure function of proteins 
BCHM 56000 Structure function of nucleic acids 
BCHM 56100 General Biochemistry I 
BCHM 56200 General Biochemistry II 
BCHM 57200 Advanced Biochemical Techniques 
BCHM 63000 Analytical Biochemistry 
BIOL 51600 Molecular Biology of Cancer 
BIOL 57300 Molecular Biology of Animal Cell 
BIOL 59500 Methods and Measurements in Physical Biochemistry 
BIOL 60000 Bioenergetics 
BME 59500 Problems in Measurement of Physiological Events 
BME 59500 Biomedical Optics 
BME 69500 Scanning Probe Microscopy: Imaging and Analysis 
BME 69500 Bioinstrumentation 
BME 65800/BMS63500 Cell and Tissue Culture: Techniques and Application Module 
BMS 52400 Introduction to Confocal Microscopy and Image Analysis 
BMS 63400 Confocal Microscopy: Techniques and applications module 
CHM 62000 Spectrochemical Instrumentation 
CHM 68200 Statistical Thermodynamics 
*One Credit “Hands on” courses relating to Analytical or Biomolecular Techniques (HPLC; GC-MS; Genetics, 
Bioinformatics, etc.) will be counted upon petition to, and approval of, the course contents by the Graduate 
Committee with the consent of the advisor. 
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Fluid Power 
Core Courses 

 

Group A – Fluid Power Theories and Applications 
 

ABE 43500 Hydraulic Control Systems for Mobile Equipment 
ABE 59100 / ME 59700 Design of Fluid Power System 
ABE 69100 Hydraulic Power Trains and Hybrid Systems 

 
Group B – Electrohyrdaulics and Advanced Modeling Techniques 

 
ABE 53100 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 
ME 57500 Theory and Design of Control Systems 
ME 55600 Lubrication, Friction, & Wear 

 

The courses in Group A cover fluid power theories and applications. Courses in Group B are 
important to the design, modeling, optimization, and control of fluid power systems. 

 

At least half of a student’s Fluid Power Core (“Area of Specialization Core Courses” on the 
Plan of Study) must be drawn from Group A. 
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Ecological Sciences and Engineering 
Core Courses 

 

All ESE students must take: 
• A minimum of 2 credits of the ESE Seminar. 
• Recommended for all students but required of all Non-thesis MS only: 2-credit 

integrating Maymester course or Summer Internship experience 
 

All students must take during their degree program or have taken in their previous degree 
program the following courses: 

• Biology 585 (Ecology) 3 credits OR alternately with pre-approval of ESE Program 
Head, BIOL 652 (Review of Primary Fundamental Ecology Literature) 1 credit – 

• One course (3 credits) in the area of Environmental Policy, Economics, Human 
Dimensions, and/or Institutional Analysis 

• ENTM 612 (Responsible Conduct in Research) 1 credit or comparable course 
• One course each from two of the four of the following ESE cores: 

o Life Cycle Thinking/Sustainable Design Core 
o Biogeochemistry 
o Hydrological Sciences 
o Ecosystem Analysis Tools 

An updated listing of courses for each core area is available in an Excel file on the 
ESE web site. 

 

At least one professional development activity is also required. 
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Appendix C:  Forms and Rubrics for Graduate Outcome Assessment 
 

PhD Dissertation and Defense Rubric 
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PhD Dissertation Research Proposal, Written Prelim, and Oral Prelim Rubric 
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MSABE or MS Thesis Defense Rubric 
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Appendix D:  ABE/ASM 59000 Special Topics Contract Instructions 
 

The ABE/ASM 59000 contract is completed by the student, and constitutes an agreement 
between an advisor and a student/group of students for individual/small group study of a 
special problem in a selected area. ABE/ASM 59000 is used for independent study equivalent to 
an academic course, and should not be used for research projects. The 590 contract must be 
submitted to the ABE Graduate Program Administrator at least one month prior to the first day 
of classes of the semester in which the course is to appear.  The contract is then sent to the 
Chair of the Graduate Committee for approval, which must be secured prior to registration.  
Approved copies will be distributed to the Academic Advisor and the 59000 Instructor.  
 
In order to complete the 59000 contract, follow the links below, or visit the ABE Graduate 
Student website: https://engineering.purdue.edu/ABE/foryou/graduate, then click on the 
“Current Students” box.  Choose from the following options: 

• ABE/ASM 590 (contract course) form  
• ABE/ASM 590 (contract course) form – GEAPS version (Grain Elevator and 

Processing Society) 

If you are looking to complete an internship with credit connected to professional studies, the 
59000 contract should be used to register for course credits.  This includes CPT (practical 
training that takes place during your studies) or OPT (practical training that occurs after your 
studies end), and is a variable credit course allowing for 1 - 6 credit hours of registration. 
 
*If you are an international student, please note there are additional steps to complete with ISS 
regarding CPT and OPT.  Please arrange to meet with an ISS counselor before filling out the 
59000 contract for use with CPT or OPT! 

Instructions: 

1. Once you have printed the form and met with your Major Professor or course instructor, fill out 
the items required and sign the form.   

2. Obtain the signature of the course instructor (this may be your Major Professor).  If you need 
help filling out the contract, start with your MP, then see the Graduate Program Administrator.   

3. Take form to the Graduate Program Administrator, as the Chair of the Graduate Committee will 
need to approve and sign the contract as well.    

4. Once these approvals are in place, obtain a form 23V from the Graduate Program Administrator 
to register.   
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Agricultural and Biological Engineering Department 
ABE 59000 or ASM 59000 – Special Problems 

 

If you are creating a 59000 to receive credit for taking a GEAPS (Grain Elevator and Processing Society) 
course, please use the ABE/ASM 59000 GEAPS form, not the form below. 
 
This is a contract between an advisor and a student/group of students for individual/small group study of a 
special problem in a selected area. ABE/ASM 59000 is for independent study equivalent to an academic 
course, and should not be used for research projects. This form must be submitted to the ABE graduate 
committee at least one month prior to the first day of classes of the semester in which the course is to 
appear.  Graduate committee approval must be secured prior to registration. Approved copies will be 
distributed to the Academic Advisor and the 59000 Instructor. 
 

Name:   Student I.D. No.  
 
ABE/ASM 59000 Instructor: Academic Advisor:  
 

Course Substitute Sought (if any):  
 

Semester and year to be taken (e.g., Spring 2011): 

 
Student’s Anticipated Classification Next Semester:  
 

Subject1 Number Credit 
Hours 

Grade 
Opt 

Enter subject (ABE or ASM), credit hours and “P” if pass/not pass 
Enter course problem title in spaces below (30 chars. max.) –be specific, descriptive 

 59000                                 

[Delete the text in brackets - it is included to aid in completing the form.] 

Justification: 

[Why this course needs to be a Special Problems course] 

 

                                                           
1 Choose ABE OR ASM. 
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Statement of Topic(s) To Be Studied:  

 
Required Readings: 

 
Learning Objectives:  
[Clarify what the student will learn in this independent study course. These should not be written as research objectives. 
Learning objectives are often in the following form: 
Learn to …. 
Be able to….]  

 
Procedure:  
[Describe what the student will do to achieve the learning objectives. The procedure may include readings, assignments, 
meetings with the Advisor or other faculty, completion of online modules, reports, etc.] 
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Basis for Grading: 

 
 
 
Report Due Date: 
 
 

Student Time Commitment Number of Hours Days and Time of Conferences 
Student-Instructor Conferences   
Independent Reading   
Analysis or Lab Work   
Final Report Preparation   
Other:   
 
Semester Total Hours (approx. 40-45 
hrs/cr) 

  

 
 
Student Signature: Date: 
 
 
Instructor Signature: Date: 
 
 
Graduate Committee Approval: Date  
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Appendix E: Graduate Candidate Checklist 
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Appendix F: Thesis Deposit Checklist 

 

For more information and a full checklist, visit: 
https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/documents/thesis/x-deposit-checklist.pdf  
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